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Introduction: Determining how the human brain encodes speech sound categories is integral
for both models of our phonological system and its underlying neurophysiology1. While phonological theory posits distinctive features2-4, evidence for such features in the brain has been
equivocal5-7. Using electroencephalography (EEG), we report findings consistent with the
brain supporting an abstract featural representation for English voicing that encompasses its
phonetically distinct realizations: voice onset time (VOT) in stops8 and laryngeal excitation in
fricatives9. Our results suggest that the brain does code abstract featural representations.
Background: The mismatch negativity (MMN) is a powerful EEG paradigm for studying
how the brain represents speech sounds10-12. In a typical MMN experiment, listeners hear a
repeated standard stimulus occasionally interrupted by a deviant (ratio ~7:1), while the
brain’s electrical activity is measured. The MMN is the difference between the habituated
standard and infrequent deviant in the event-related potential (ERP) EEG response (~150-200
ms after deviant onset). For an MMN to occur, the standards must be groupable to create this
habituation and the deviants must be distinct. The standards need not be physically identical
and can be grouped along representational dimensions13. Recent MMN findings appear to
support monovalent phonetic features14-19. These tasks did not, however, require abstraction
over phonetically distinct implementations of a single feature. As such, the observed responses may be driven by acoustic-phonetic and not abstract phonological featural representations.
Methods: Native Canadian English speakers (n = 30) heard two experimental blocks of naturally-produced syllables (voiced /ba, da, ga, va, za/, voiceless /pa, ta, ka, fa, sa/). One block
had voiced standards and voiceless deviants (e.g., [… ba ga za da ga va sa da …]), and the
other block had voiceless standards and voiced deviants (e.g., […fa ta sa ka fa sa ka za pa
…]). We used a many-to-one oddball paradigm20. EEG recordings were acquired with a 32channel system. Cluster-based permutation statistics21 were computed over all electrode sites
and time points, corrected for multiple comparisons.
Hypotheses: There are two hypotheses. First, the mere elicitation of an MMN to the deviants
suggests that the brain grouped the standards by a shared phonological feature. Because both
stops and fricatives were intermixed in the standards, grouping based on VOT or laryngeal
state independently would eliminate the many-to-one relationship amongst standards, removing the necessary conditions to observe an MMN. Second, the directional amplitude of the
MMN has been utilized to conclude about the precise nature of phonological features22: The
standards in the block with the larger MMN have been taken to possess the monovalent feature responsible for the contrast12,14-19. Here, a larger MMN in the voiced standards block
would suggest that [voice] is the underlying feature for English23,24, while a larger MMN in
the voiceless standards block would support [spread glottis]15,18,25.
Results: In the voiceless standards block, we observed a significant MMN between standards
and deviants at approximately 125-200 ms post-deviant onset. This same difference was not
observed in the voiced standards block. In addition to the ERP results, we also analyzed the
time-frequency dimension of the EEG response to standards. These results revealed greater
oscillatory power at 6-8 Hz from 50-200 ms for the voiced standards compared to the voiceless standards. While the ERP MMN differences were observed across most electrode sites,
the differences in the time-frequency more centrally concentrated in frontal electrodes, where
the MMN is typically observed26.
Discussion: Given that the standards consisted of stimuli with distinct articulatory and phonetic implementations (i.e., stops and fricatives), unified only by their phonological category,
the MMN response to deviants suggests that listeners construct an abstract phonological representation of the standards, including both stops and fricatives. Moreover, an MMN was observed only when the standard was voiceless, suggesting that only voiceless sounds have a
stored feature for voicing22, consistent with recent MMN findings15,18 and primary linguistic
research25. Finally, these differences were also reflected in the time-frequency analysis of the
EEG response, potentially indexing a cost for integrating standards with underspecified representations in auditory memory27.
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